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102 MECHANICS. 

The motion of the cutter q meets that of the bar, tending 
to thrust the bar from it, rather than draw it in. 

The cutter q is composed of five separable discs some- 
what resembling small circular saws, of such thicknesses, 
and having edges at such angles; as produce the compound 
figure required for the bar. These are shewn at figs. 3, 
4, 5, 6, and 7 ; those marked 3 and 7 being indicated by 
the same numbers in fig. 2. 

Fig. 8 i§ a section of a sash-bar placed so as to shew 
its correspondence with the cutter in fig. 2. 

No. XV. 

ADJUSTABLE SCAFFOLD. 

The Silver Medal and Five Pounds were presented 
to Mr . James Reeves , 43 Upper Seymour Street , 
Soîners Town , for his Adjustable Scaffold ; a Model 
of which has been placed in the Society s Repository . 

43 Upper Seymour Street , 
Gentlemen, Somers Town . 

I beg leave most respectfully to submit to your notice a 
portable observatory, which, after many years' considera- 
tion and close application I have invented, and which 
may be applied to a variety of purposes, such as land- 
surveying, or ornamenting lofty ceilings. Mr. Peto, 
builder of Lambeth, has seen it several times, and has 
expressed his most unqualified approbation of its merits 
as well calculated for the army or šd, fire-escape; but I 
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shall be able more fully to explain its principles and 
operations when I am favoured with an interview with 
the managers of the Society. 

I am, Gentlemen, &c. &c. 
To the Committee of the 

Society of Arts . 
James Reeves. 

Gentlemen, Lambeth, March 9th , 1840. 

We beg to say that we have used Mr. Reeves' portable 
observatory (or scaffold) at the Euston Square hotels and 
several other buildings erected by us. We have no hesi- 
tation in saying that we give it a decided preference to 

any other mode of hanging chandeliers, or cleaning and 

whitewashing lofty ceilings, &c., and we believe would be 
found a very great acquisition to the army. 

To the Committee of We are, Gentlemen, &c. &c. 
the ¡Society of Arts. (jrRISSELL AND ГЕТО. 

This machine is applicable to a variety of purposes, but 
is especially adapted to that of painting and whitewashing 
the walls and ceilings of lofty buildings, as it may be 

adjusted to any height within its range, and supports 
itself with safety independently of any attachment to the 
walls. A movable platform, or foot-board, may be 

placed in the top frame as a standing for one or more 
workmen, as the case may require ; and, with some 
modification of this part, the machine may be used as a 

fire-escape. A fire-man may be elevated at a safe distance 
from the flames, so as to be enabled to direct the jet of 
the engine-hose to the greatest advantage. Mr. Reeves 
also suggests that the machine may be used as a military 
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The machine consists of a scries of hollow rectangular 
frames sliding one within another, after the manner of the 
tubes of a telcscope. Only the three outer, or lower ones, 

observatory, tor reconnoitring tne position ana iorces or 
an enemy. 

Fig. 1. Fifj. 2. 
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abc, are here shewn ; these are about eight feet in length, 
the smallest being of sufficient size to contain one man. 
The frames may be enlarged in one dimension for the 
purpose of admitting two workmen. The first, or outer, 
case a a may be mounted on wheels d d ; the second frame 
в is suspended by ropes ее, which are fastened to the 
frame a at f fig. 2, and descend to pass under four rollers 
g g, at the bottom of frame в ; they then pass upwards 
oyer the pulleys н and down to the barrel i. The winding 
of the rope on this barrel will raise the frame в, together 
with the whole of its contents. Four ropes j are fastened 
within the case a at к к, two feet from its top ; these pass 
over rollers l at eighteen inches below the top of the 
second frame в, and have six-inch hooks to lay hold of the 
bottom of the third frame c. Now, the ropes J J being 
fastened at к к, by whatsoever quantity the frame в rises 
out of a, by so much will the third frame с rise out of в. 
Another set of ropes м м, fastened in like manner to the 

second frame, and passed over the third pulleys nn, will 
raise a fourth frame. By a repetition of this arrangement 
throughout the whole series, all the suspending ends of 

the ropes are shortened as the pulleys rise and recede from 

the outer fixed ends of the ropes. Thus, each frame is 

raised out of the frame below it, at an equal rate with all 

the others, but the absolute velocities of all the frames 

successively are in arithmetical progression. 
о is a ratchet-wheel and click ; p the winch-handles ; 

Q the floor-board in the top frame, for the workman to 

stand on. The easy sliding of the frames is ensured by 
friction-rollers, as at r, placed round the bottom of the 

inner frames, and similar rollers s s s, inside the top of 

each outer frame. 
The base of the machine may be of any reasonable 
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size for out -door use, but when intended for in-door use 
it must be limited by the width of the doors of the 
building;. 

One frame rises only five feet six inches out 
of another, leaving two feet six inches within 
the frame below it; the pulleys н l n, &c., 
being eighteen inches below the tops of the 
frames and the sewing of the ropes e, together 
with the hooks, fig. 3, making one foot ad- 
ditional, which cannot pass the pulleys. 

The ropes may be removed from the hooks 
by means of the loops т. A double multiply- • i tit i • 
ing power may oe usea wnen tne machine has many 
frames, the winch -handle p, figs. 1 and 2, turning the 
pinion и in the wheel v, which acts on the pinion w in 
the wheel x, on the barrel i. 

Fig. 3. 

/; . 4. 

Fig. 4 shews the machine mounted upright on four 
wheels, to be drawn by man or horse. 
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Fig. 5 shews it jointed at y to a frame on two wheels, 
so as to travel in a horizontal position ; the dotted lines 
shew the upright position. In this case the frames may 
he longer, and the required height may be obtained by a 
smaller number. 

Stepping blocks may be fixed to the case a, or a small 
ladder may be used to enable the workman to mount, 
previously to the elevation of the machine. 

No. XVI. 

TALC SUBSTITUTED FOR GLASS IN 
WORKSHOPS. 

The Thanhs of the Society were voted to Mr. Joseph 
Glynn , Butterley Iron Worhs > Derby , for the follow- 
ing Communication on the Substitution of Talc for 
Glass in the Windows of Workshops , Sfc., accompanied 
by Specimens of Calcutta Talc , which have been placed 
in the Society's Repository . 

Butterley Iron Works , Derby , 
Sir, 4 th April , 1840. 

Herewith I send you some panes of talc or mica, which 
we have lately been using in our steam-engine manufac- 
tory instead of glass. The constant breakage of the win- 
dows by the chippings, or pieces of iron, brass, & c., driven 
off by the workmen's chisels, induced us to have recourse 
to this as a substitute for glass. We tried wire-guards, 
but they obscured the light very much, and were other- 
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